Certified TMMi Test Process Improver

TMMi® is the world-leading model for test process improvement. Using TMMi, organizations can improve their test process and even become accredited when they comply with the requirements. The TMMi model is independent, compliant with international testing standards, and has a strong business-driven objective-driven orientation. (www.tmmi.org)

Certified TMMi Test Process Improver
Organizations seeking to improve their level of test maturity using the TMMi Model depend on experienced and qualified individuals to effectively assess and facilitate test improvement. A certified TMMi test process improver will be able to provide effective support within the organization, or project, to initiate, implement and support TMMi based improvements to testing and deliver business value to sponsors and stakeholders.

This qualification is intended to support career path development and create visibility for those involved in TMMi based test process improvement.

Benefits
• A certified TMMi test process improver is able to initiate and manage a test improvement project, and successfully implement TMMi based improvements in an organization or project.
• A certified TMMi test process improver has advanced knowledge and skills in the areas of testing, TMMi, process improvement and assessments.
• A certified TMMi test process improver can use the associated logo, e.g., as a email signature, to show their achievement to their stakeholders and the market
• Being a TMMi test process improver is a career step for those involved in test consultancy and test process improvement.
• By having employees that hold the TMMi test process improver certificate, an organization can show to their stakeholders and to the market that they have the expertise to perform TMMi based test process improvement activities successfully
Knowledge Areas
Holders of the Certified TMMi test process improver qualification are required to demonstrate competence and knowledge in four key areas:

- TMMi Model
- Testing processes, roles and practices
- Process improvement
- Process assessments

Competence and knowledge is demonstrable through achieving industry-recognized certification. (Detailed specification of the requirements can be found on www.tmmi.org)

Target Audience
Test leaders/managers, senior test analyst, QA managers, test consultants, test process improvers, software process improvers.

Applying
To apply for Certified TMMi test process improver you must submit:

- The completed and signed application form (https://isqi.org/uk/en/tmmi-test-process-improver)
- A copy of your TMMi Professional Certificate
- Copies of your ISTQB® Testing Certifications (2 modules beyond ISTQB® Foundation), or equivalent
- A copy of your (Lead) Assessor accreditation, or proof of attendance of relevant assessment course or experience

CONTACT US: exam@isqi.org
RE-CERTIFICATION: Not needed
For more information, please visit www.tmmi.org/ and www.isqi.org